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With accuracy, wit, and intelligence, this remarkable new translation of The Golden Ass breathes new life
into Apuleius' classic work. Sarah Ruden, a lyric poet as well as a highly respected translator, skilfully
duplicates the verbal high jinks of Apuleius' ever-popular novel. It tells the story of Lucius, a curious and
silly young man, who is turned into a donkey when he meddles with witchcraft. Doomed to wander from
region to region and mistreated by a series of deplorable owners, Lucius at last is restored to human form
with the help of the goddess Isis. The Golden Ass, the first Latin novel to survive in its entirety, is related to
the Second Sophistic, a movement of learned and inventive literature. In a translation that is both the most
faithful and the most entertaining to date, Ruden reveals to modern readers the vivid, farcical ingenuity of
Apuleius' style.
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From reader reviews:

Shawn Marsh:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled The Golden Ass. Try to face the book The Golden Ass as your buddy.
It means that it can to get your friend when you sense alone and beside associated with course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you far more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , let's make new experience along with knowledge with this
book.

Bernice Hicks:

Beside this The Golden Ass in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh in the oven so don't always be
worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have The Golden Ass because
this book offers for you readable information. Do you at times have book but you would not get what it's
exactly about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable arrangement here
cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss this? Find this
book along with read it from right now!

Gloria Eller:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you can have it in
e-book method, more simple and reachable. That The Golden Ass can give you a lot of pals because by you
considering this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an interesting person. This
book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer you information that probably your
friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than various other make you to be great folks. So , why hesitate? Let
me have The Golden Ass.

Patrica Fussell:

You may get this The Golden Ass by browse the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could to
be your solve challenge if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only by
means of written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately
make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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